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SmallUtils is a useful pack of office
functions that enable you to quickly

manipulate several types of files, convert
text to speech, generate URL shortcuts,

capture image from a website or post quick
tweets. The software is small, portable and
easy to use and can produce high quality
output documents. Multi-functional tool

This small application is capable of
performing six different functions,

namely: Text to MP3, take a Webshot,
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generate a short URL, Send Tweet, convert
image or text to PDF. The software can

produce high quality audio files, snapshots
and PDFs. Text to MP3 allows you to paste

a 100-character text, select the language,
then click Download. A character counter
indicates how many symbols are currently
in the text box, so you can calculate how

many are left. The software automatically
saves the MP3 file, in the selected folder.
Similarly, you may convert text to PDF,

only in this case the 100-character limit is
disabled. You can paste the text from

clipboard, choose a filename then click on
‘Make PDF’. Additionally, you can convert
images to/from GIF, TIFF, PNG, BMP or
JPG. The Internet options and quick image

converter The Webshot, URL short and
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Send Tweet functions require Internet
access, since it can extract data from the
indicated addresses. With the Webshot

function, you can easily paste a URL, then
save a full snapshot of the main page. The

images are automatically saved in the
application’s folder. The URL short utility

can generate a URL shortcut. It is
especially useful in cases when you wish to

use a long URL. Simply paste the long
URL from clipboard and let the software
generate a short link that redirects you to

the same location. The Send Tweet
function allows you to type in a message of

maximum 140 characters, add hashtags
and send it to your Tweeter profile.

Clicking the ‘Send’ button prompts the
browser, with the Tweeter page opened. A
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bundle of powerful utilities With
SmallUtils, you get a collection of useful
functions that enable you to manipulate
files or Web addresses. The software is

small, easy to use and reliable, since it can
generate high quality output files. It is a

useful office tool that enables you to
quickly create PDFs, convert images or
shorten URLs. Program Requirements:
Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Minimum PC

Specs: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 1 GHz 1

SmallUtils Serial Key Free PC/Windows (Latest)

SmallUtils Cracked 2022 Latest Version is
a useful pack of office functions that

enable you to quickly manipulate several
types of files, convert text to speech,

generate URL shortcuts, capture image
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from a website or post quick tweets. The
software is small, portable and easy to use

and can produce high quality output
documents. Multi-functional tool This

small application is capable of performing
six different functions, namely: Text to
MP3, take a Webshot, generate a short

URL, Send Tweet, convert image or text to
PDF. The software can produce high

quality audio files, snapshots and PDFs.
Text to MP3 allows you to paste a

100-character text, select the language,
then click Download. A character counter
indicates how many symbols are currently
in the text box, so you can calculate how

many are left. The software automatically
saves the MP3 file, in the selected folder.
Similarly, you may convert text to PDF,
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only in this case the 100-character limit is
disabled. You can paste the text from

clipboard, choose a filename then click on
‘Make PDF’. Additionally, you can convert
images to/from GIF, TIFF, PNG, BMP or
JPG. The Internet options and quick image

converter The Webshot, URL short and
Send Tweet functions require Internet

access, since it can extract data from the
indicated addresses. With the Webshot

function, you can easily paste a URL, then
save a full snapshot of the main page. The

images are automatically saved in the
application’s folder. The URL short utility

can generate a URL shortcut. It is
especially useful in cases when you wish to

use a long URL. Simply paste the long
URL from clipboard and let the software
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generate a short link that redirects you to
the same location. The Send Tweet

function allows you to type in a message of
maximum 140 characters, add hashtags

and send it to your Tweeter profile.
Clicking the ‘Send’ button prompts the

browser, with the Tweeter page opened. A
bundle of powerful utilities With

SmallUtils, you get a collection of useful
functions that enable you to manipulate
files or Web addresses. The software is

small, easy to use and reliable, since it can
generate high quality output files. It is a

useful office tool that enables you to
quickly create PDFs, convert images or

shorten URLs. (www.download-soft.com)
MyLingvo is an extremely powerful and

easy-to-use software package that enables
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you to instantly change (translate)
hundreds of thousands of words into

6a5afdab4c
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SmallUtils is a useful pack of office
functions that enable you to quickly
manipulate several types of files, convert
text to speech, generate URL shortcuts,
capture image from a website or post quick
tweets. The software is small, portable and
easy to use and can produce high quality
output documents. Multi-functional tool
This small application is capable of
performing six different functions,
namely: Text to MP3, take a Webshot,
generate a short URL, Send Tweet, convert
image or text to PDF. The software can
produce high quality audio files, snapshots
and PDFs. Text to MP3 allows you to paste
a 100-character text, select the language,
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then click Download. A character counter
indicates how many symbols are currently
in the text box, so you can calculate how
many are left. The software automatically
saves the MP3 file, in the selected folder.
Similarly, you may convert text to PDF,
only in this case the 100-character limit is
disabled. You can paste the text from
clipboard, choose a filename then click on
‘Make PDF’. Additionally, you can convert
images to/from GIF, TIFF, PNG, BMP or
JPG. The Internet options and quick image
converter The Webshot, URL short and
Send Tweet functions require Internet
access, since it can extract data from the
indicated addresses. With the Webshot
function, you can easily paste a URL, then
save a full snapshot of the main page. The
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images are automatically saved in the
application’s folder. The URL short utility
can generate a URL shortcut. It is
especially useful in cases when you wish to
use a long URL. Simply paste the long
URL from clipboard and let the software
generate a short link that redirects you to
the same location. The Send Tweet
function allows you to type in a message of
maximum 140 characters, add hashtags
and send it to your Tweeter profile.
Clicking the ‘Send’ button prompts the
browser, with the Tweeter page opened. A
bundle of powerful utilities With
SmallUtils, you get a collection of useful
functions that enable you to manipulate
files or Web addresses. The software is
small, easy to use and reliable, since it can
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generate high quality output files. It is a
useful office tool that enables you to
quickly create PDFs, convert images or
shorten URLs. SmallUtils is a useful pack
of office functions that enable you to
quickly manipulate several types of files,
convert text to speech, generate URL
shortcuts, capture image

What's New In?

SmallUtils is a useful pack of office
functions that enable you to quickly
manipulate several types of files, convert
text to speech, generate URL shortcuts,
capture image from a website or post quick
tweets. The software is small, portable and
easy to use and can produce high quality
output documents. Multi-functional tool
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This small application is capable of
performing six different functions,
namely: Text to MP3, take a Webshot,
generate a short URL, Send Tweet, convert
image or text to PDF. The software can
produce high quality audio files, snapshots
and PDFs. Text to MP3 allows you to paste
a 100-character text, select the language,
then click Download. A character counter
indicates how many symbols are currently
in the text box, so you can calculate how
many are left. The software automatically
saves the MP3 file, in the selected folder.
Similarly, you may convert text to PDF,
only in this case the 100-character limit is
disabled. You can paste the text from
clipboard, choose a filename then click on
‘Make PDF’. Additionally, you can convert
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images to/from GIF, TIFF, PNG, BMP or
JPG. The Internet options and quick image
converter The Webshot, URL short and
Send Tweet functions require Internet
access, since it can extract data from the
indicated addresses. With the Webshot
function, you can easily paste a URL, then
save a full snapshot of the main page. The
images are automatically saved in the
application’s folder. The URL short utility
can generate a URL shortcut. It is
especially useful in cases when you wish to
use a long URL. Simply paste the long
URL from clipboard and let the software
generate a short link that redirects you to
the same location. The Send Tweet
function allows you to type in a message of
maximum 140 characters, add hashtags
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and send it to your Tweeter profile.
Clicking the ‘Send’ button prompts the
browser, with the Tweeter page opened. A
bundle of powerful utilities With
SmallUtils, you get a collection of useful
functions that enable you to manipulate
files or Web addresses. The software is
small, easy to use and reliable, since it can
generate high quality output files. It is a
useful office tool that enables you to
quickly create PDFs, convert images or
shorten URLs. toolmaker is a program that
produces line drawings and vector images.
The software allows you to easily create
high quality vector graphics. The file can
be output to various formats
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System Requirements For SmallUtils:

OS: Windows 7 64bit or above Windows 7
64bit or above Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
E6600 3.4GHz or above Intel Core 2 Duo
E6600 3.4GHz or above Memory: 4GB
(8GB for Windows 8) 4GB (8GB for
Windows 8) Graphics: DirectX 11
compliant graphics card with 1GB VRAM
DirectX 11 compliant graphics card with
1GB VRAM Sound Card: DirectX
11-compatible sound card with MP3,
WMA and FLAC encoding capabilities
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